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Abstract: 
The home team advantage is one of the most interesting phenomena in sports. This research has looked at 
26,468 games played between 2002 and 2014 at the four highest levels of professional English football. Individual 
match analysis using an ordered probit model shows that travel distance has a positive and significant effect on 
the home team advantage. An increase of 100 kilometers traveled distance, by the away team, increased the 
home team points by 0.02 points, c.p. Actual effects are six times larger than the incorporated expected effect 
by bookmakers, concerning traveled distance. This opens up the possibility for profitable betting strategies and 
contradicts that the betting market functions under the efficient market hypothesis. 
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1. Introduction 

Besides the social importance of sports, the main reason that sports economics is a popular 

research subject is that it functions as a social laboratory in which standard economic theory 

could be easily tested. One of these theories is the physical location dilemma, where to 

practice business, to live or to invest heavily depends on the geographical location and 

regulation and is at the center of economic theory. To test this theory in sports we look at the 

effect location and travel distance has on match outcomes. 

 

Home advantage is one of the most fascinating and widely discussed phenomena in sports. 

While the existence of the home advantage is well-known and not in dispute, the magnitude 

of the effect and the sources of home advantage are the center of discussion. One of the 

potential sources of home advantage is the distance traveled by away teams resulting is worn 

out players and a lower level of freshness (Schwartz & Barsky, 1977). As Steve Sands points 

out on the popular football website 11v11.com, which is home of The Association of Football 

Statisticians; “I still can’t help having a gut feeling that travel distance must be a factor when 

Carlisle United had to trek all the way down to Plymouth on a Tuesday evening!”.  

 

Therefore the main question of the research is: “Does travel distance of away team’s affect 

the results in a football match?” Although, as will be showed in the theoretic framework, some 

researchers tried to answer this question already this research will use an extensive dataset 

and make use of modern up-to-date methods to finally put the discussion to rest. 

 

In this research result of 26,468 matches, played between 2002 and 2014, at the four highest 

levels of professional English football, are examined. We found a home team advantage of 

58.6% which is in line with previous findings. Using an ordered probit model we further show 

that travel distance has a positive and significant effect at the 1% level. An increase of 100 

kilometers traveled distance by the away team leads to an increase of the home team points 

by 0.02 points. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt to calculate the direct 

effect traveled distance has on the expected number of points. As in standard economics, the 

physical location does affect the outcome.  
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A novelty of this research is that the possible influence of travel fatigue affecting home 

advantage is combined with bookmaker expectations. We find that arbitrage is possible due 

to an incorrect incorporation of the effect traveled distance has on the actual result. Actual 

effects are six times larger than the incorporated expected effect by bookmakers, concerning 

traveled distance. 

 

The following section of this research will contain a theoretical framework on which this 

research is built. Section three will describe the data used in this research while section four 

handles the methodology of this research. Section five and six will show the results of this 

research, conclude and discusses the implications of these results. This research will be 

finalized with some final remarks and points for further research. 
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2. Theoretical framework 

This section of this research will contain the theoretical framework upon which this research 

is built. This section will start with a brief discussion about the importance of academic 

literature concerning sports economics, followed by the introduction of the home advantage 

concept. An overview of the available literature concerning the home advantage in sports in 

general and football in specific will be next. After focusing on the impact of location and 

geographical distance in light of the home advantage, the first hypothesis is formed. To 

conclude this section the concept of home team advantage is linked to bookmaker’s 

expectations introducing the second hypothesis. 

 

2.1 The economics of sport 

In 1998 Chris Gatton wrote in his article “The economic importance of modern sport” that 

sport was one of the fastest growing sectors in the leisure business (Gratton, 1998). But 

estimations of revenue streams of professional football clubs show that the sports industry is 

still fairly small compared to other businesses. For example, all revenue streams of 

professional football clubs combined account for only half of the revenue stream of a 

multinational company like Heineken (Deloitte, 2017). Still an extensive stream of academic 

literature concerning sport is published by major journals. Why? Besides the social importance 

of sports the main reason for this is that sport economics function as a social laboratory in 

which standard economics theory could be easily tested. Thaler and Ziemba even argued in 

their paper that the sports betting industry is the better suited to check market efficiencies 

and rationality than the stock market (Thaler & Ziemba, 1988). Due to clear rules of the game, 

high incentives and a lot of media attention, the industry functions as a perfect place for 

research in different aspects of modern economy (e.g. labor economics, behavioral 

economics, and industrial economics). 

 

One of the economic theories that could be tested in a sport environment is the location 

choice decision. The physical location dilemma, where to practice business, to live or to invest 

heavily depends on the geographical location and regulation and is at the center of economic 

theory. For instance, transportation costs and trade volume depend on infrastructure and 
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geographical location and some locations are worse than others resulting in a geographical 

disadvantage (Limao & Venables, 2001). But is this also applicable to the sports industry? 

 

2.2 Home advantage in sports 

Home advantage is one of the most fascinating and widely discussed phenomena in sports. It 

describes the advantage a home team has over his opponent. This advantage can be 

attributed to beneficial physiological factors for the home team or detrimental factors that 

influence the away team. In all professional team sports, the team playing at home derives an 

advantage (Pollard R. , 1986).  

 

Reasons for this phenomena were already subject to research in the late seventies by 

Schwartz & Barsky. The authors suggest three possible sources for the home advantage. First 

home team players have a greater intimacy and knowledge of the home pitch and ballparks 

[baseball]. This familiarity with the conditions would lead to an edge over their opponents. 

The second source of the home advantage could be that the home team is less fatigue and 

could make use of better facilities than away teams. Travel is tiring, visitor teams maybe were 

worn out from traveling which would influence their performance negatively. The third factor 

that might influence the home advantage is the local support by fans. The moral support 

would increase performance of home team players (Schwartz & Barsky, 1977). The authors 

were also among the first researchers to quantify the home advantage. Their findings showed 

that the home advantage varied from sport to sport and indoor sports were influenced more 

than outdoor sports. Team strength also played a role in the magnitude of the home 

advantage. The home advantage was biggest when the home team was strong and the away 

team weak (Schwartz & Barsky, 1977). 

 

Around the same period John Edwards in his contribution to the book Sport, Games and Play 

showed that over a period of three years American football teams won 54.4% of all their home 

games (Edwards, 1979). Edwards conclude that his findings were in line with the research of 

Schwartz and Barsky.  Edwards found similar results for other sport such as baseball and 

basketball. Despite the home advantage occurred in each sport is varied in percentage and no 

pattern could be seen. For instance, the home advantage in the second part of the season was 
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bigger than the first part for professional Football teams while this trend reversed for college 

teams (Edwards, 1979).  

 

Research published in the Journal of Applied Statistics done by Stefani and Clarke in 1992 

showed that the home advantage was beside (college) football also present in hockey, soccer 

and Australian Rules football. The authors concluded that the home advantage varied in 

magnitude from sport to sport and could be due to different reasons (Stefani & Clarke, 1992). 

More recent research supports earlier findings. Swartz and Arce find a home advantage for 

teams in the National Hockey League [NHL] of 54.5% while NBA teams have a 60.5% home 

advantage. The author’s further state that the magnitude of home advantage has declined 

over the years (Swartz & Arce, 2014). When looking at individual team results the home game 

advantage of NBA teams the Denver Nuggets and the Utah Jazz are the largest in their leagues. 

Both teams play at high altitude which suggests that playing at high altitude provides an edge 

in the home team advantage (Swartz & Arce, 2014). 

 

2.3 Home advantage in football 

As already stated in the previous part, Richard Pollard wrote in 1986 that in all professional 

team sports an advantage is derived by the team playing at home. Football is not an exception 

to this. On the contrary, in his research Home advantage in soccer: a retrospective analysis he 

argues that the home advantage in football is the biggest of all sports (Pollard R. , 1986). He 

quantifies the home advantage as the number of games won at home expressed as a 

percentage of all games played that season. If half of all wins of a team were at home, a fifty 

percent score, the home advantage would be none. This method is frequently used in 

American sports due to the absence of draws. In European football, a draw occurs almost a 

quarter of all times so Pollard adjusted his method and defined the home advantage as the 

number of points won at home with respect to the total number of point awarded. In his 

research on the First Division of the Football League in England from 1888 to 1984 he found a 

home advantage of 63.9% or higher for all different time periods (Pollard R. , 1986). He 

estimated that this advantage could be translated to an extra 0.6 goal for the home playing 

team every game. In addition to his research in 1986, Richard Pollard published an extensive 

research twenty years later in which he explored the existence of the home advantage in 

football around the word. Results show that the home advantage in Europe (1998 – 2004) 
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varied from 78.95% [Bosnia] to 48.87% [Andorra]. The Balkan countries all score high while 

countries in northern Europe have a smaller home advantage. In South America the Andean 

nations scored above average while the southerly countries scored lower. Countries in the 

rest of the world showed comparable figures to the European mean of home advantage 

(Pollard R. , 2006). 

 

In his research Pollard used different explanations for the home advantage in football. Using 

the three sources of home advantage mentioned earlier by Schwartz and Barksy, he first 

hypothesized six possible explanations for the home advantage in football (Pollard R. , 1986). 

Adding a referee bias, the use of special tactics and physiological factors to the list of; 

familiarity, Travel fatigue and local crowd support (Schwartz & Barsky, 1977). Later in his 

literature review: Home advantage in football: A current review of an unsolved Puzzle, Pollard 

increases the list of potential sources of home advantage to nine categories including 

territoriality, rule factors and the interaction of causes (Pollard R. , 2008). He argues that from 

none of these categories a clear level of influence is set. Although the literature, since his first 

article in 1986, rapidly expanded “the puzzle is still unsolved”. 

 

Also other researchers found similar results and found evidence for the home advantage in 

Football. Stefani and Clarke investigated six nations (England, Germany, Italy, Norway, Spain 

and Switzerland during the seasons 1980-81 and 1981-82, and found a home advantage of 

63.8% 1 (Stefani & Clarke, 1992). These results are in line with the results Pollard [63.9%] fond 

in 1986.  

 

Similar numbers are found in research done by Clarke and Norman. With home teams in the 

English Football Leagues winning 48.7% of their games, while away teams only winning 24.6% 

of the games. In a window of ten years [1981 – 1991] this led up to a home advantage of 63.2% 

2 (Clarke & Norman, 1995). In their research the authors also look at individual team efforts. 

They find no significant division effect but state that home advantage is different for different 

years. The most important discovery the authors make is that they find evidence for the fact 

                                                      
1 Calculated based on method used in (Pollard R. , 1986) with data from (Stefani & Clarke, 1992) 48.5% home wins and 28.1% draws.  
2 Calculated based on method used in (Pollard R. , 1986) with data from (Clarke & Norman, 1995) 48.7% home wins and 24.6% away wins. 
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that home advantage plays a bigger role in match result in respect to goal difference (Clarke 

& Norman, 1995). 

 

Contradictory to the findings of Clarke and Norman new research using end of season league 

tables done by Nevill et al. show different magnitudes of home advantage between different 

divisions. The authors find that in the higher divisions the home advantage [61.5% 3 in English 

Premier League] is higher compared to the lower divisions [51.0% 4 in Scottish Second division] 

(Nevill, Newell, & Gale, 1996). They argue that one of the possible reasons for this might be 

the relationship to crowd size, which is one of the sources of home advantage mentioned 

earlier in the research of Schwartz and Barksy. 

 

The research by Nevill et al. also introduced a new angle to the home advantage discussion. 

While Pollard already in 1986 argued that one of the sources of home advantage could be a 

referee bias, no additional research was done yet. Nevill et al. showed that 62% of the sending-

offs were contributed to the away team. The authors conclude that the home team fans either 

provoke the visiting players into more reckless challenges or influence the referee into 

believing that the away player had committed more fouls (Nevill, Newell, & Gale, 1996).  

 

Also the article by Carmichael and Thomas focusses on in-game effect of the home advantage. 

They find that away teams are punished significantly more with yellow and red card than 

home teams (Carmichael & Thomas, 2005). The authors argue that the reason for this 

observation, in line with the research of Nevill et al., could be caused by a referee bias or due 

to tactics which is mentioned by Pollard as one of the potential sources of home advantage 

(Pollard R. , 2008). Other research done by Boyko et al. supports these initial findings and show 

that crowd size (indirectly) affect the home advantage through the referee bias (Boyko, Boyko, 

& Boyko, 2007). 

 

                                                      
3 Calculated based on method used in (Pollard R. , 1986) with data from  (Nevill, Newell, & Gale, 1996) 214 home wins, 130 draws and 118 away wins.  
4 Calculated based on method used in (Pollard R. , 1986) with data from  (Nevill, Newell, & Gale, 1996) 105 home wins, 68 draws and 100 away wins.  
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2.4 Traveled distance away team 

One of the possible sources for home advantage is travel fatigue (Schwartz & Barsky, 1977; 

Pollard R. , 1986; Pollard R. , 2008). But while academics and researchers come to a unanimous 

conclusion regarding overall home advantage, they disagree about the influence and 

magnitude of travel fatigue. 

 

In 1992 Courneya and Carron published a literature review: The home advantage in sport 

competitions: A literature review in which they stated that after extensive literature research 

they concluded that “the effects of travel on the home advantage were minimal” (Courneya 

& Carron, 1992). Also recent analysis of Brendan Kent, data analyst for the Portland Timbers 

a professional football team in the USA finds no proof of travel distance affecting home 

advantage (Kent, 2015).“When control for general home advantage and the relative strength 

of two teams, the physical distance between two teams had no effect on results from a 

statistical standpoint” concludes Kent.  

 

Contrary to these conclusions are the (partial) findings of among others Pollard and Clarke and 

Norman. But the first researchers who tried to quantify the effect of travelled distance by the 

away team are Snyder and Purdy. In their research published in the Sociology of Sport Journal 

they showed that teams had a home winning percentage of 58.8 [84.6] when visiting team 

traveled less [more] than 200 miles (Snyder & Purdy, 1985). 

 

Pollard later found conflicting evidence for the effect of travel distance. He showed that the 

home advantage in European Cup games was higher than in national football league matches 

which could be caused by the greater distance between the two clubs. And while the home 

advantage was only 56.1% in local derbies in respect to around 64% in all other matches 

(Pollard R. , 1986), his results couldn’t prove that travel distance played a vital role in the home 

advantage. A few years later Stefani and Clarke supported the findings of Pollard. Clubs had 

15 percentage point more chance of winning their home games in European cup matches in 

comparison to national league matches. The shorter distance travel in national league 

matches was one of the possible causes (Stefani & Clarke, 1992). 
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In 1995 Clarke and Norman were the first to find a highly statistical significant correlation 

between distance traveled by the away team and home advantage (Clarke & Norman, 1995). 

The authors argue that his effect is reflected by the high score of home advantage by Plymouth 

(ranked 1), Exeter and Carlisle which are all geographically isolated. These findings are in line 

with the works of John Goddard. In his article published in the International Journal of 

Forecasting he finds that geographical distance plays a significant influence on match 

outcomes (Goddard J. , 2005) and in his co-work with Asimakopoulos they find a positive and 

significant correlation between distance traveled and the home team advantage at the 1% 

level (Goddard & Asimakopoulos, 2004). 

 

The most exploration to travel distance and the effect of the home advantage is done by 

Pollard, Silva and Medeiros. In their research they found that the effect of distance traveled 

by the away teams in Brazil, after controlling for ability, would increase by 0.115 goal every 

1000km. In Brazil the largest distance between two teams is 4172km. This would lead to an 

extra 0.479 goal for the home team (Pollard, Silva, & Medeiros, 2008). Looking at individual 

team results they find that Paysandú who play at Belem, have the highest home advantage of 

the league. A possible reason for this is that this is the most remote location with Fortaleza EC 

[around 1000km] as nearest opponent. These findings are in line with the previous studies 

mentioned above and are in line with other research in remote city’s which hosted football 

clubs had a high home team advantage (Pollard & Seckin, 2007). These include Van [Turkey], 

Xanthi [Greece] and Korçë [Albania] which all score high home advantage percentages. 

 

Also in other sports travel distance affect home advantage. Research has shown that team in 

the NCAA [College Basketball] that travel more than 150 miles for a match reduces their 

chances of winning by 33.6% in respect to a team who played in their home region (Clay, Clay, 

& Bro, 2014). A possible reason for this could be a higher level of fatigue due to the travel 

between time zones. Schechtman-Rook investigated result in the NFL and concluded that 

when team had to move east one or more time zones the home advantage of the home team 

raised from 58% to 65% (Schechtman-Rook, 2013).  

 

Looking at the available literature the following hypothesis could be formed and a rejection 

of this hypotheses is expected considering the literature. 
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 H1: the distance traveled by the away teams in professional football has no effect on 

the home advantage. 

 

2.5 Bookmaker’s expectations 

Literature shows that researchers are still unsure about the magnitude of the effect travel 

fatigue has on the home team advantage and thus on match results. But how do bookmakers 

incorporate these uncertainties than?  

 

Bookmakers have to set their odds prior to the event or match and these odds represent the 

expectations of the bookmakers. It’s the relationship between these odds they set for betting 

and the true probabilities of the different outcomes that is important. A difference in odds 

and true probabilities could potentially lead to arbitrage possibilities, which is undesirable for 

the bookmakers. If for instance bookmakers expected team A to win 50% of the time while 

the actual chance was 40%, betting on team B would be beneficiary for the gambler. The 

difficulty here is calculating or knowing the true probability because events happen only once 

and only one outcome is observed. A traditional economic theory that is connected to this 

problem is the efficient market hypothesis [EMH] by Eugene Fama. The EMH is a theory in 

financial economics that states that asset prices fully reflect all available information (Fama, 

1970). In that light, bookmakers always incorporate every information that is available and 

their odds are correct, with the current knowledge. This view is supported by Thaler and 

Ziemba, who argue that betting markets are a better place to test market efficiencies and 

rationality (Thaler & Ziemba, 1988). 

 

So is arbitrage impossible in sports betting? Recent research looked at this problem and a few 

interesting articles were published. To start, arbitrage is possible in the betting market as 

proven by Cain et al. In their research about UK football betting they show that betting tends 

to have a favorite-longshot bias. Gamblers prefer high payouts with small probabilities over 

small prizes with a higher chance. This preference offsets the betting market and therefore 

odds deviate from the true probabilities (Cain, Law, & Peel, 2000). 
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Secondly, Dixon and Coles build a statistical model in which past results predicted future 

matches. The authors used a Poisson regression model for these predictions and the model 

showed positive returns when used as the basis of a betting strategy (Dixon & Coles, 1997). 

Such a model was also used by Goddard and Asimakopoulos. In their article published in the 

Journal of Forecasting they concluded that betting markets were not efficient. Their 

regression based test indicated that their forecasting model contained information about 

match results which was not incorporated into the bookmakers odd’s (Goddard & 

Asimakopoulos, 2004). An optimal betting strategy based on their model (under certain 

restrictions) could yield an 8% margin. 

 

In conclusion Goddard stated that although having an edge, due to variation, results could 

vary a lot and “betting informed by statistical analysis does not represent a quick or easy route 

toward sudden wealth and fortune” (Goddard J. , 2006). Therefore the second hypothesis of 

the research is: 

 

 H2: There is no arbitrage possibility at bookmakers betting market regarding travel 

distance in football matches. 

 

In the following sections these two hypotheses will be tested. The next section will describe 

the dataset used in this research and explains the variables used to examine this dataset.   
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3. Data 

The dataset compiled for this research consists of thirteen years of professional English 

football. From season 2001-02 [referred to as season 2002] to season 2013-14 [season 2014] 

results of all matches played in the four highest divisions5 of professional English football 

association are out together into one database. Therefore, the database consists of 26,468 6 

observations regarding English football. In those years, 109 professional football clubs [see 

Appendix A for a list of all teams] were active on those levels thus are included in this dataset. 

Results are checked for validity by using multiple sources 7 for match data. Individual match 

data includes; date, home team, away team, full-time result, half-time result, information 

about shots and cards for both teams and the appointed referee. 

 

3.1 Dependent variables 

Match results 

As shown in Figure 1 the home team won 44% percent of all their games and lost 29% 

percentage. Translating this into the home advantage (Pollard R. , 1986) as referred to in the 

theoretical framework is for all divisions together 58.6% [63.9 (Pollard R. , 1986); 63.8 (Stefani 

& Clarke, 1992); 63.2 (Clarke & Norman, 1995)]. The home advantage is more dominant in the 

higher leagues but the variance between the levels is little, with the highest percentage being 

60.3% [Premier League] and the lowest 57.3% [League Two]. Although the difference is very 

small this is in line with the findings of Nevill et al. which also showed that home advantage 

was more prominent in the higher levels of professional football (Nevill, Newell, & Gale, 1996). 

 

 

 

Figure 1 

                                                      
5 2001 to 2003: Premier League, Division 1, Division 2 and Division 3 
From 2003 onwards: Premier League, Championship, League One and League Two.  
6 (13 x 20 x 19) + (13 x 24 x 23 x 3) = 26,468 
7 www.football-data.co.uk – www.soccerway.nl – www.soccerbase.com 
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When looking at scored goals [Figure 1], the home team averaged 1.469 goals per match while 

away teams only managed to score 1.129 goals per match. Resulting in a home advantage of 

0.340 [0.6 (Pollard R. , 1986)] goals per match. Comparing these results to earlier research, it 

is safe to say that the home advantage has decreased, in results as well as goal difference, 

over time. This is in line with the conclusion from Swartz and Arce who stated that home 

advantage declined over the year’s (Swartz & Arce, 2014). 

 

This dataset also supports the findings of earlier research that away teams are punished more 

often with yellow and red cards (Nevill, Newell, & Gale, 1996; Carmichael & Thomas, 2005). 

As shown in Figure 1 away teams receive almost 30% more yellow cards across all divisions. 

For red cards, this number is even higher, 55%. Interesting is the fact that more yellow cards 

are awarded in the higher divisions while red cards are awarded more often in the lower 

leagues. 

 

If we look at the individual clubs, the home advantage varies from 50.7% to 68.1%. Figure 2 

shows the top five and bottom five teams regarding the home advantage.  

 

 

 

Figure 2 
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Bookmaker’s expectations 

To calculate the bookmaker’s expectations this research makes use of the odd’s set by 

bookmakers prior to the match. Data is collected from the website football-data.co.uk and 

odds are taken every Friday [Tuesday] afternoon for weekend [midweek] games. Odds are set 

by the following bookmakers: Gamebookers, Interwetten, Ladbrokes, Sportingbet, William 

Hill, Bet365 and Bet&Win. If multiple bookmakers offered odds for the same match an average 

of all available odds were taken to ensure optimal results and correct for potential outliers.  

 

To translate these odds into expectations the following calculations were made: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Final bookmaker expectations for home and away teams are at first sight comparable to actual 

results, as can be seen in Figure 3. The expected home advantage 58.4% 8 is slightly lower than 

the actual home advantage 58.6% 9. Important to notice is that the variation between the 

different divisions is fairly limited.  

 

 

Figure 3 

                                                      
8 1.592 / (1.592 + 1.136) = 0.584 
9 1.599 / (1.599 + 1.136) = 0.586  

1. Convert odds into percentages.  
 

𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑜𝑓𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑠 =  
1

𝑂𝑑𝑑𝑠 𝐻𝑜𝑚𝑒 𝑊𝑖𝑛
 , 

1

𝑂𝑑𝑑𝑠 𝐷𝑟𝑎𝑤
 , 

1

𝑂𝑑𝑑𝑠 𝐴𝑤𝑎𝑦 𝑊𝑖𝑛
 

 

2. Margin of bookmaker is extracted.  
 

𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑜𝑓 ℎ𝑜𝑚𝑒 𝑤𝑖𝑛 − 𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑛 =  
𝐻𝑜𝑚𝑒 𝑊𝑖𝑛 %

(𝐻𝑜𝑚𝑒 𝑊𝑖𝑛 % + 𝐷𝑟𝑎𝑤 % + 𝐴𝑤𝑎𝑦 𝑊𝑖𝑛 %)
 

 
3. Expected points are calculated for home and away teams.  

 
𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑠 𝑓𝑜𝑟 ℎ𝑜𝑚𝑒 𝑡𝑒𝑎𝑚 = ( 𝐻𝑜𝑚𝑒 𝑊𝑖𝑛 % ×  3 ) + ( 𝐷𝑟𝑎𝑤 % ×  1 ) 
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3.2 Independent variables 

Distance 

Our main independent variable of interest in this research is the actual distance between the 

home and away teams. Figure 4 shows all locations of the stadiums which are used in this 

database. For this research, the actual distance is set by the distance between both stadiums 

in miles. This number is later converted to the metric system. Using a VBA Macro and 

Microsoft’s API for calculating distances all possible matches are calculated in a matrix. These 

distances are the fastest route between both stadia as of the moment the matrix was made 

10. An important note is that distance between Stadium x and y is not equal to the distance 

between Stadium y and x. The reason for this could be that some roads are only one-way 

street.  

 

Figure 4 

 

Overall the average distance between clubs in England is around 235 kilometer, with a 

standard variation of 125 kilometers. The actual distance between the clubs ranged from 0 

kilometers (Crystal Palace vs Wimbledon, both teams played their home games at Selhurst 

Park Stadium) to 659 kilometers (Plymouth vs Newcastle).  

                                                      
10 June 16, 2017. 
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Attendance 

As suggested already by Barsky, Pollard and Carmichel one of the possible sources of the home 

advantage lies in the support of local fans (Schwartz & Barsky, 1977; Pollard R. , 2006; 

Carmichael & Thomas, 2005). Due to limited historical data of individual match attendances 

this research makes use of average home team attendance per year. Average attendance 

numbers are collected 11 for each team active in the first four divisions during the timespan of 

this research.  

 

Average attendance was highest in Premier League [35,029] matches while League Two games 

had the lowest amount [4365] of spectators. At the individual club level, Figure 5, Manchester 

United had the highest attendance rates for all thirteen seasons in this database, averaging 

72479 spectators each match. At the bottom end of this chart clubs like FC Dagenham & 

Redbridge, FC Halifax Town and FC Accrington Stanley only reaching an average match 

attendance each year of around 2,000 spectators per match. Overall the average attendance 

number grew from 13,707 in season 2002 to 14,554 in season 2014, whilst peaking in 2010 

with an average number of spectators of 14,764. 

 

Due to the high correlation with the division the game is played in, the attendance numbers 

in this database are relative to the average match attendance of the league the match is 

played in that year. This solves the potential problem of multicollinearity without leaving out 

one of the two variables. When interpreting the results this is important to keep in mind.  

 

Figure 5 

                                                      
11 http://www.european-football-statistics.co.uk/attn.htm. 
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Other Control variables 

One of the hardest things to control for is the ability of the football teams. In sports like 

baseball, the quality of the players is very well documented and is easily translated into 

statistical numbers (e.g. RBI, HR’s). For football, this is much harder because more factors play 

a role and unobservable characteristics may dominate the outcome of the match. For this 

research, we, therefore, make use of rankings to determine the relative strength of each team. 

Two types of rankings are used to determine the relative strength of both teams in a fixture. 

The first one is the difference in standings of last year rankings. If a team was promoted or 

relegated from another division a mathematical correction was made to correct for the 

relative rankings. The second ranking is the difference in actual current ranking 12 on the 

moment the match is played. Using both indicators for relative strength this research controls 

for the difference in ability between the two teams. A third option, looking at the future 

ranking of that year would give a more accurate prediction of the strength. But due to a high 

correlation with the current ranking and the fact that at the moment the match is played the 

future ranking is impossible to know without foresight, we chose the first two rankings. 

 

In addition to the two rankings, we the use difference in market value of the players between 

the teams to control for the same purpose, ability. This market value should depict the actual 

quality of the team as the market value of the players is based on their quality. Market value 

data is obtained from the website transfermarket.de and is incorporated in this database for 

matches from 2006 onwards. 

 

Last but not least this research introduces a variable to control for the actual form of the team. 

This variable accounts for the difference in the number of points of both teams obtained in 

their last 3 [or 5] matches. For this variable, each team starts their form score at the beginning 

of the season at 0 and matches of the previous season are not taken in to account. In this 

research, the variable Form3 [Form5] is the difference between the form of both teams. The 

maximum [minimum] of this score is 9 [-9] for Form 3 and 15 [-15] for From5. 

 

A correlation matrix between all variables is shown in Appendix B. 

                                                      
12 Due the limited amount of data, the current rankings before a match are missing for the league one in 2002 and league two in 2002, 2003 and 2004. 
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4. Methodology 
In this section, the methodology of this research is discussed. Using techniques from earlier 

research and new insights regarding this subject, the hypotheses posted in the theoretical 

framework of this research will be tested. Following Clarke and Norman, we use data of 

individual games (Clarke & Norman, 1995) and not league standings as Pollard often does to 

look at the determinants of the home team advantage. Looking at match level increases the 

accuracy of the results and will give more reliable results.  

 

First, the method of testing the first hypothesis, effect of traveled distance on match outcome, 

will be explained. This is followed by the methodology of the second hypothesis which tests if 

the bookmaker’s expectations are open to arbitrage possibilities. 

 

4.1 Effect of travel distance 
The outcome of a single football match is limited to three ordinal options, a win [3 points], a 

draw [1 point] and a draw [0 points]. This is different from the situation most American sports 

are in. These sports have to have a winner and play goes on till they have one, draws are 

therefore not a possible outcome of a match. In these sports standard probit or logit models 

are often used when looked at individual match data. But due to the fact that in football a 

third outcome is possible, standard probit or logit models are not applicable to this situation. 

Using an ordered probit model with three potential outcomes solves this problem. Therefore 

in this research, an ordered probit model is used to calculate the effects of the independent 

variables on the match outcome. 

 

One of the most important assumptions of the ordered probit model is the parallel regressions 

assumption (Liao, 1994). The model assumes that the coefficients that describe the 

relationship between two ordinal levels are equal to those of the coefficient that describes 

the relationship between the other levels. An additional test in STATA is done to measure the 

approximate likelihood-ratio of equality of coefficients across response categories. A non-

significant result suggests that the parallel regressions assumption is met. In our full model 

[prob. > Chi2 = 0.7160] this is the case and therefore this parallel regression assumption holds. 
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Another important assumption of the ordered probit model is that all errors have to be 

homoscedastic. For ordered probit models this assumption is far more important than for OLS 

regressions as heteroscedastic errors could bias the parameter estimates (Williams, 2008). 

However, there is no statistical test available at this moment to test homoscedasticity for 

ordered probit models. Therefore researchers often assume homoscedasticity in their models. 

For this reason, this research assumes homoscedastic errors in the full model. 

 

The ordered probit model which is used in this research is set-up step-by-step to control for 

any signs of multicollinearity. Any sudden shifts of signs, big differences in the magnitude of 

coefficients and sudden loss/gain of significance could hint to multicollinearity. Because the 

high correlation [see correlation matrix Appendix B] between the variables Form3 and Form5 

only one will be incorporated into the full model. Looking at the step-by-step model and 

correlation matrix, there are no concerns about multicollinearity in this model. In 

Equation 1 the full model is mathematically expressed. 

 

𝑃𝑅 (𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ)

=  𝛽0 + 𝛽1 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 +  𝛽2 𝐴𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 +  𝛽3 𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓. 𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑘

+  𝛽4 𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓. 𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑘 +  𝛽5 𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓. 𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑚 + 𝛽6 𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓. 𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑡 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 +  𝛽7 𝐷𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 + ∈ 

 

Equation 1 

 

The results of this ordered probit model will show the chances of each outcome happening, 

summing up to 1. Changes in the independent variables would, therefore, change the chance 

of winning, drawing and losing and therefore the expected number of points of the home 

team. 

 

To reject or accept the first hypothesis we look at 𝛽1. If a positive or negative coefficient is 

found, which is significantly different from 0, we’ll reject the hypothesis that there is no effect 

of traveled distance on the match outcome. If there is found to be a significant effect the 

partial effects on the three different outcomes have to be calculated in order to get the effect 
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on the total expected number of points. These results are further being dealt with in the next 

section. 

 

4.2 Components of bookmaker’s expectations 

The second hypothesis in this research will be tested with a standard ordinary least squares 

regression. For this OLS regression, we use the same independent variables as used previously. 

The difference is that for this hypothesis we use the bookmaker’s expected points as the 

dependent variable. Because this is a continuous variable we can use OLS regression.  

 

As with any other OLS regression, certain assumptions have to hold in order to get unbiased 

and correct parameter estimations. The OLS regression in this research is linear in parameters, 

makes use of random sampling, there is no multicollinearity [see section 4.1] and the 

conditional mean is zero. A robust regression analysis is used to correct for potential outliers 

and heteroscedastic errors. Equation 2 shows the full robust regression analysis; 

 

𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑠 𝐻𝑜𝑚𝑒 𝑇𝑒𝑎𝑚

=  𝛽0 + 𝛽1 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 + 𝛽2 𝐴𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 + 𝛽3 𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓. 𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑘

+ 𝛽4 𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓. 𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑘 + 𝛽5 𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓.  𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑚 +  𝛽6 𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓. 𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑡 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 +  𝛽7 𝐷𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 + ∈ 

 

Equation 2 

 
We test whether 𝛽1 is positive/negative and significant. If a significant and positive or negative 

effect is found, we compare the effects with the results found regarding the first hypothesis. 

Overall, if the effect traveled distance has on the bookmaker’s expectations is found to be 

larger or smaller than the actual effect found, arbitrage is possible. 
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5. Results 
 
As discussed in the previous section of this research an ordered probit model is used to 

calculate the effects the independent variables have on match outcomes. These results are 

addressed in the first part of this section. The last part of this section will contain the results 

regarding the second hypothesis of this research. The implications of these results will be 

discussed in section 6 of this research. 

 

Table 1 shows the results of the step-by-step ordered probit model. Models 1 to 5 adds a 

variable every step. Model 6 and 7 each introduce a form variable. Looking at the log likelihood 

and the Pseudo R-squared [𝑅2 =  0.0281 𝑣𝑠 𝑅2 =  0.0282] the variable Form 5 is a better 

predictor of match outcome. Model 8 adds the dummy variables for the divisions using the 

Form 5 variable to reach the full model. 

 

 

Table 1 
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Overall we don’t see any sudden shifts in signs, big differences in magnitude or significance. 

This, like already discussed in the methodology section, suggests that there is no problem 

concerning multicollinearity. With adding multiple variables, the number of observations 

drops due to the lack of availability of data. This is not a problem because more than 18,000 

observations are still included in the full model. 

 

The main independent variable of interest, the distance traveled by away teams, is found 

stable throughout the process of adding other variables. Distance traveled has a positive and 

significant effect, at the 1% level, on the match outcome. Due to the characteristics of the 

ordered probit model the magnitude of this effect is harder to determine and is not directly 

interpretable from Table 1. Using the marginal effects, these can be found in Table 2, this 

research concludes that every added 100 kilometers of travelling results in an increase of 

winning of 0.7%, decrease in drawing of 0.1% and a decrease in losing of 0.6%, c.p. Translating 

this into points, every 100 kilometer extra traveled by the away team will increase the number 

of points of the home team with 0.020, c.p. Given this result, we can, in line with the 

theoretical framework, reject the first hypothesis that traveled distance has no effect on 

match outcomes.  

 

 

Table 2 
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If we look at the other variables used in this research, results are often as expected. The 

variable attendance, as can be seen in Table 1, is found positive and significant at the 1% level. 

The magnitude of the effect an additional 1000 spectators (in relation to the mean of that 

year’s average attendance on the level the match is played) to the football is an increase in 

0.010 points to the home team, c.p. This is in line with the conclusions drawn by Schwartz and 

Barsky who argued that moral support was one of the drivers behind the home team 

advantage (Schwartz & Barsky, 1977). 

 

As expected also ability plays a positive role in the match outcomes. Last year rank and current 

year rank both play a positive and significant role at the 1% level. An increase of the difference 

in current [last year] rankings in favor of the home team between both team will increase the 

home team points by 0.016 [0.005], c.p. An example of this would be that if the current leader 

of the league would play the number fifth of the current ladder they would be expected to get 

0.048 13 more points in a home game than if they played the second placed team of the current 

ladder, c.p. Also, the other variable that accounts for the difference in ability between both 

team, the difference in market value of both teams, is found to have a significant and positive 

effect at the 1% level. An increase in the difference of 1 million euro’s in favor of the home 

team, would lead to an increase in 0.002 points to the home team, c.p.  

 

When looking at the form variable results show that current form, based on the last five 

matches played, has a significant and positive effect on match outcome at the 1% level. An 

increase of one point in the difference of points accumulated in the last five matches would 

increase the expected home team points by 0.008, c.p. With a maximum of 15 points 

difference in form over the last 5 games, this could potentially increase the expected points 

of the home team by 0.124 14 in the match. 

 

A joint f-test shows that the dummy variable’s used to correct for the level at which the game 

is played have found to have a significant effect on match outcome at the 1% level. A game 

played at the Championship level would decrease the expected points of the home team by 

                                                      
13 Difference +3; 3 x 0.0159809 = 0.047943 
14 15 x 0.008 = 0.123804 
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0.091 compared to if the matched would be played at Premier League level, c.p. For League 

One and League Two matches the decrease in expected home team points is even larger. If a 

match would be played in League One [League Two] the home team would be expected to get 

0.109 [0.169] points less compared to if the match was played in the Premier League. These 

results are in line with the findings of Nevill et al., who concluded that the home team 

advantage decreased at lower levels of professional football (Nevill, Newell, & Gale, 1996). As 

discussed in section three of this research, the absolute number of attendance is highly 

correlated with the level the games are played. To reduce the chances of multicollinearity the 

variable attendance is taken as a difference to the mean. These absolute attendance levels 

could, therefore, be one of the major drivers of the found results regarding the level dummy 

variables. 

 

Moving on to the second hypotheses the theoretical framework of the research expected that 

bookmaker’s expectations would incorporate the findings found in the former part of this 

section. As discussed in section four of this research a robust regression analysis is done to 

calculate the influences the independent variables have on the dependent variable, the 

expected points by bookmakers.  

 

Table 3 
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Table 3 shows the full ordered probit model of the first hypothesis and the robust regression 

analysis side by side. Without looking at the magnitude of the effects both models seem quite 

similar. All variables used in this research shown similar signs and degrees of significance. This 

means that the independent variables play a significant role in both the expectations of the 

bookmakers as do they in the actual results. To check whether these effects are similar in 

magnitude as well Table 4 compares the marginal effects of the ordered probit model with 

the robust regression analysis of the bookmakers’ predictions.  

 

 

Table 4 

 

Looking at the results of the robust regression analysis of the bookmaker’s expectations we 

find that the distance traveled by the away team has a significant and positive effect of the 

expected number of points by the home team. An increase in 100 kilometers travel distance 

will increase the expected points of the home team by 0.003 points, c.p. Comparing this to the 

results found when looking at the actual results [0.020 points] we find that the magnitude of 

these effects are different. The actual effect of traveled distance is six times 15 as big as the 

effect expected by bookmakers and incorporated in their odds. When looking at the standard 

                                                      
15 0.0203658 / 0.0033543 = 6.07155 
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errors of the coefficients of the robust regression analysis we can conclude that both effects 

are significate different at the 1% level.  

 

These results suggest that arbitrage is possible due to ‘incorrect’ incorporation of the effect 

of traveled distance by the bookmakers. A betting strategy in which the gambler carefully picks 

his matches and chooses only those matches in which away teams have to travel huge 

distances will potentially yield profits due to favorable odds. This is in line with the forecast 

models and conclusions from Goddard and Asimakopoulos who expected an 8 percent margin 

over money wagered (Goddard & Asimakopoulos, 2004). Therefore we reject the hypothesis 

set in the theoretical framework of this research that arbitrage is not possible. 

 

Looking at the other variables used in this research the difference between actual and 

expected effects is smaller than the results found for the variable traveled distance. But an 

optimal betting strategy would include an emphasis on higher attendance matches (compared 

to league average), the bigger difference in last year ranking and positive difference in market 

value. Contrary to this is the effect of the difference in current ranking, for this, the 

bookmakers over adjust their expectations. 
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6. Conclusion 
This section concludes this research. First, an overview of this research is given followed by a 

summary of the main findings. These results will be put into perspective given the available 

literature and implications of these results will be summarized. This section will end with 

discussing the limitations of this research as well as providing suggestions for further research. 

 

The home team advantage is one of the most interesting phenomena in sports. This advantage 

is found to be present in all sports disciplines and at all levels. Literature suggests different 

sources of this home team advantage. In this research, the main source of interest is the 

traveled distance of the away team. This research has looked at 26,468 games played at the 

four highest levels of professional English football. These games were played in a time span 

between 2002 and 2014. During that time period, the home team advantage was 58.6% which 

is in line with previous findings. 

 

Using an ordered probit model we showed that travel distance has a positive and significant 

effect at the 1% level. An increase of 100 kilometers traveled distance by the away team 

increased the home team points by 0.02 points. We, therefore, reject the hypothesis that 

traveled distance has no effect on match outcomes. To the best of our knowledge, this is the 

first attempt to calculate the direct effect traveled distance has on the expected number of 

points. But these findings are in line with previous research who showed a positive 

relationship between traveled distance and number of goals scored. To answer the main 

question of this research, “does distance play a role?” a very short answer is sufficient; yes it 

does. As in standard economics, the physical location does affect the outcome.  

 

What do these results imply? The world football organization FIFA and her European sister 

UEFA are currently looking to improve the game of football and improve fairness. In that light 

neutral grounds for finals is maybe not the best solution. A ‘double final’ in which both teams 

play one of the games at home would be fairer. Both teams would travel the same distance 

then, instead of a neutral ground which is maybe near one team but not for the other. For 

instance, the final of the FA CUP is played at Wembly but this favors clubs like Arsenal over 

Manchester United.  
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The novelty of this research is that bookmakers’ expectations are looked into, to investigate 

whether these findings regarding the traveled distance are incorporated in their odds. We find 

that arbitrage is possible due to an incorrect incorporation of the effect traveled distance has 

on the actual result. Actual effects are six times larger than the incorporated expected effect 

by bookmakers, concerning traveled distance. This opens up the possibility for profitable 

betting strategies. Consequently, we rejected the hypothesis that there is no possibility for 

arbitrage regarding traveled distance. 

 

As this research sole focusses on the four highest divisions of the English football league, 

conclusions drawn from this research are maybe not true for other countries. But assuming 

that the English football league is one of the most developed ones, travel distance would have 

an even bigger effect in countries where transportation is less convenient. The biggest 

limitation of this research is that the ordered probit model only explains 3 percent of the 

variance in the dependent variable. Although football is a high game of chance there is a 

possibility that some variables which do affect the match outcome are unintentionally omitted 

in this research, leading to an omitted variable bias. Another major limitation of this research 

is that with using an ordered probit model, heteroscedastic errors could bias the estimator 

parameters. At this moment there is no real test to control for this and homoscedastic errors 

are assumed in this research. 

 

An interesting suggestion for further research could be incorporating the results found in this 

research into the forecasting models to better predict the outcomes of football matches in 

the future. Bookmakers could then use these predictions to offer the correct odds, without a 

possibility to outperform them.  
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